Trainee Research Analyst
New Frontier Services

Apply On Company Site

Qualifications:

- Enrolled in a University study and having to fulfil an internship (mandatory) in the framework of their studies. Areas of study European Political Studies, International Relations, Law, Social Sciences, Marketing & Sales Management, Business Administration, Sociology, Engineering, and Environment.
- Good understanding of data processing and analysis.
- Good knowledge of the standard MS Office and IT tools (Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Outlook)
- Excellent written and spoken English (Native Speaker level in English is an advantage) and good command of French. Knowledge of other languages such as Spanish, German, Japanese or Portuguese would be considered an added value.
- TOEFL, TOIC, or Cambridge English proficiency test (C2 or formally CPE) done in the last two years. **Minimum scores requested to applicants:** Cambridge 200-230/230; TOIC 455/495 & 455/495; TOEFL Reading 26-30, Listening 26-30, Speaking 26-30, Writing 26-30